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ABSTRACT. Nano-particulate coatings with high reflectance against solar irradiation can control 
undesirable thermal heating by sunlight absorption. It can reduce the energy consumption for air 
conditioning of houses and cars. For the objects covered by these coatings and subjected to human 
sight, e.g. roofing surfaces, high dazzle of reflected visible light can offend the human eyes and 
spoil the fine view of covered objects. A new optimization method in designing pigmented coatings 
which considers both thermal and aesthetic effects by controlling the material, size and 
concentration of pigment particles is introduced. Our proposed coatings maximize the reflectance of 
near infrared (NIR) region to care the thermal effects and minimize the visible (VIS) reflected 
energy to keep the dark tone because of aesthetic appeal. Black cupric oxide and white titanium 
dioxide are considered as the pigment particles in this study. The optimum characteristics and 
performances of theses two pigments are obtained and compared. The results show that cupric oxide 
has much better performance for our objective.   
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
     Spectrally selective coatings have a wide variety of applications where it is desirable to cool an 
object exposed to incident irradiation from a high temperature source. Common situations are 
objects exposed to the sun, from spacecrafts and satellites in the space to the buildings and cars on 
the earth. High-intensity solar irradiation can potentially raise temperature inside cars and buildings 
when their exterior surfaces absorb solar energy. Such unwanted heating increases cooling load, 
raises the energy costs, and worsens the global warming problem. To manufacture this kind of 
selective surfaces, the use of cool pigmented coatings on exterior surfaces has been proposed in the 
literature [1–8]. These coatings are designed to achieve high reflectance across the solar spectrum 
and minimize heat transfer to the interior of the coated object.  
     The highest reflective pigments are chosen for cool coatings. The easiest way to increase solar 
reflectance is to use white pigments like titanium dioxide (TiO2). TiO2 reflects in both visible (VIS) 
and near infrared (NIR) wavelengths. Many studies in designing temperature moderating coatings 
have been focused on achieving high reflectance across the NIR or whole solar spectrum. 
     Johnson et al. [1] optimized the grain size distribution of zinc oxide pigment in a thermal control 
coating (TCC) used for spacecraft walls in order to attain maximum diffuse solar reflectance at a 
lower film thickness and pigment volume concentration. Moreover, Vargas [2] considered thermal 
optimization of particle diameter and volume fraction paying attention to the radiation 
characteristics of a particle group and to diffuse reflectance of titanium dioxide pigmented coating. 
Levinson et al. [3] described methods for creating solar-reflective nonwhite surfaces and their 
application to a wide variety of residential roofing materials. A large group of pigments with strong, 
moderate and weak near infrared backscattering ability and their effect on solar reflectance of 
different roofing materials were studied in their work. Brady et al. [4] worked on principles and 
formulations for organic coatings with tailored infrared properties. They studied several types of 
pigments such as titanium dioxide, chromium oxide, iron oxide and silica in their article. Coloured 
paints based on coated flakes of metal as the pigment, for enhanced solar reflectance and cooler 
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